First residential seminar

COMPASS Long-term training course on human rights education for youth multipliers and trainers from Azerbaijan

Programme

Binagadi Youth House
S.S. Axundov street, 1

26 June – 3 July 2017
**DRAFT DAILY PROGRAMME**

**Monday, 26 June**

Meeting of participants at the Binagadi Youth House
17:00
(S.S. Axundov street 1)
Getting to know each other
19:00-20:00  *Dinner*

**Tuesday, 27 June**

*Introduction to the programme and sharing our realities*

**Introduction to the day’s programme**

*Official opening* of the training course with:
- **Marina Filaretova**, Programme Officer at the Council of Europe Youth Department
- **Azer Abasaliyev**, Representative of the Ministry of Youth and Sports of the Republic of Azerbaijan

09:30-11:00

*Introduction to the concept and milestones* of the Long-term training course on human rights education and democratic citizenship for youth multipliers and trainers from Azerbaijan

*First residential seminar:* programme, aims and objectives, structure and methodology

11:00-11:30  *Coffee-break*
11:30-13:30  Getting to know each other (Human Rights Bingo)
13:00-14:30  *Lunch*
14:30-16:00  Team-building: cooperation and communication
(exercise “Chocolate river”)
16:00-16:30  *Coffee-break*
16:30-18:00  *Youth work on human rights issues in the participants’ realities*
18:00-18:30  Reflection groups
19:00-20:00  *Dinner*
20:00-21:30  Group cohesion activity

**Wednesday, 28 June**

*Introduction to the frame of Human Rights*

**Introduction to the day’s programme**

09:30-13:30  *What are about our rights? Exercise “Flower Power”*
Introduction to Human Rights concept: definitions, evaluation and generations of HR, main documents

13:30-14:30 Lunch
14:30-16:00 Exercise “Take a step forward”
16:00-16:30 Coffee-break
16:30-17:30 Research groups on mechanisms and tools for protecting and promoting human rights at international, European and national levels
17:30-18:30 Human Rights Dilemmas
18:30-19:00 Reflection groups
19:00-20:00 Dinner

Thursday, 29 June
Introduction to Human Rights Education and Compass

Introduction to the day`s programme

09:30-13:30 Learning through and for Human Rights Education
Exercise “Limit 20”

13:30-14:30 Lunch
Non Formal Education: values and principles

14:30-17:30 Introduction to Human Rights Education as the main approach for youth policy and youth work

Introduction to Compass, a manual on human rights education with young people
17:30-19:00 Getting prepared for the practice groups
19:00-20:00 Dinner
20:00-21:30 Work in the practice groups

Friday, 30 June
Human Rights Education in action

Introduction to the day`s programme

09:30-10:30 Giving/receiving feedback
How to do debriefing?

10:30-11:30 Work in the practice groups

11:30-13:30 Working groups on the practical use of Compass: testing and debriefing
Lunch

Working groups on the practical use of Compass: testing and debriefing

Reflection groups

Dinner

Saturday, 1 July

**Human Rights Education in action**

09:30-13:00 Working groups on the practical use of Compass: testing and debriefing

13:00-14:30 Lunch

Free time

20:00 Dinner out

Sunday, 2 July

**Human Rights education activities**

09:30 – 09:45 Introduction to the day

09:45-11:30 Re-visiting the practice groups

My educational activities during the practice phase

11:30-12:00 Coffee-break

12:00–12:30 My practice in the context of the youth work in Azerbaijan

Council of Europe Youth Department: priorities and approaches, values and challenges of the educator`s work in non-formal education with Rui Gomes, Head of Education and Training Division at the Council of Europe Youth Department

13:30-14:30 Lunch

14:30-15:00 Intro to the practice phase

15:00-18:00 Designing Human Rights Education activities (adaptation of COMPASS)

18:00-19:00 Mentoring groups

19:00-20:00 Dinner

Monday, 3 July

**Further planning and follow-up**

09:30 Introduction to the day`s programme

10:00-11:00 Situation with Human Rights in Azerbaijan with Rishid Rumzade, Representative of the office of Commissioner for Human
Rights in the Republic of Azerbaijan

12:00-13:30  My educational activities during the practice phase

13:00-14:30  Lunch

14:30-15:30  Presenting ideas of educational activities

   Opportunities for youth work in Azerbaijan with:
   ➢  Intigam Babaev, Deputy Ministry of Youth and Sport of the
       Republic of Azerbaijan
   ➢  Farhad Hadjiyev, Head of the Azerbaijani Youth Foundation

16:00-17:00  Self-assessment and learning development plan

   Evaluation and official closing with:
   ➢  Rui Gomes, Head of Education and Training Division of the
       Council of Europe Youth Department
   ➢  Azer Abasaliyev, Representative of the Ministry of Youth
       and Sports of the Republic of Azerbaijan

18:00-19:30  Farewell evening